
Retail Industry 
Trends and Forecasts 
for 2023 and Beyond
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Key Areas to Focus

#1
Smart Retail Is the

Way Forward
Smart Retail combines traditional shopping and 
modern technologies like IoT, cloud computing, 
and AI.


IoT in the retail market is projected to grow at a 
and reach 

3


Smart Retail enables real-time monitoring, 
optimal staffing, personalized marketing, buyer 
behavior tracking, and process automation.

CAGR of 26% $182.04 billion            
by 2028.

#4
Consumers Will 
Continue to Be Less 
Brand Loyal
Since the pandemic, US consumers have 
switched brands and retailers the most in 2022.7


Consumers intend to keep switching, with price 
and value being the motivating factors.


More than  of US consumers opted to 
purchase private-brand products in 2022.7


 of global consumers say they are willing to 
pay a premium for sustainable brands, but  
would buy them if prices were similar to       
other products.8


 global consumers want more information 
about what makes products sustainable to make 
a decision.8
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#3
Hybrid Shopping and

Tech-Enabled 
Touchpoints Will 
Restructure Retail
Consumers want control of their shopping 
experience, along with efficiency.


Omnichannel customers shop more 
than single-channel shoppers and tend to 
spend more.6

1.7x 

Retailers are concerned about increasing store space, labor costs and shortages, and consumer 
queue times.

Retailers are adopting in-store technologies such as interactive kiosks and displays with                
built-in touchscreens.


AR and VR are used to bring physical capabilities into a digital space.
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#5
Embarking on the Data-
Driven Journey With 
LatentView Analytics
Demonstrate business value through agile 
analytics to prove value in real terms on 
concrete business challenges.


Grow business value by bringing enterprise 
scalability to analytical capabilities and 
solutions in business.


Scale across business via enhanced competitive 
advantage by embedding AI and analytics 
capabilities into business decisions.

#2
Brick-and-Mortar Sales 
Will Revive, But 
eCommerce Will 
Continue to Thrive
Retail e-commerce sales are expected to 
touch 4


By 2024, global retail m-commerce sales are 
expected to account for  of total retail 
e-commerce sales.5

$6.3 trillion in 2023.

69.9%
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Abbreviations Index: IoT - Internet of Things; AI - Artificial Intelligence; CAGR - Compound Annual Growth Rate;

m-commerce - Mobile Commerce, AR - Augmented Reality; VR - Virtual Reality
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